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We investigate the applicability oC k-spanners as shared virtual topologies for intradomain broad• 
cast and multicast on the Internet. A light-weight k-spanner is a spanning subgraph oC a network 
that has both relatively small total edge weight and small multiplicative penalty (at most k) on 
all point-to-point distances. We define broadcasting and multicasting protocols based on flooding 
of a spanner, followed by pruning the distribution tree within the spanner and then joining in the 
network to form sender-based trees, iC desired. We evaluate k-spanners (for 2 � k � 7) in terms 
of number of edges, diameter, and average distance on sets of randomly generated graphs having 
properties similar to intradomain networks. We compare values oC these metrics for spai.ners 
with those for given graphs and single-source minimum+distance spanning trees. Results show 
that a 3- or 4-spanner could serve as a good virtual topology for message distribution, having 
fewer edges than the Cull network yet lower average distance and diameter than a single-source, 
minimum�distance spanning tree. 

Categories and Subject Descriptors: C.2.1 [Computer-Communication Networks]: Network 
architecture and design 

General Terms: Performance 

Additional I<ey Words and Phrases: Multicast protocol, k-spanner, distribution tree 

1. INTRODUCTION

It has become increasingly apparent that there is a need for efficient ways to dis
tribute messages from single senders to more than one receiver within communica
tion networks. Sending a different copy of the message to each receiver (i.e., mailing 
lists) can work effectively for applications involving infrequent, short transmissions. 
However, applications such as real-time video distribution or on-line gaming and 
conferencing, each requiring frequent distribution of relatively long messages, have 
resulted in the need for more efficient broadcasting and multicasting algorithms 
and associated protocols. 

In this paper, we investigate the applicability of graph spanners as virtual topolo
gies for broadcasting and multicasting in communication networks. First we dt-fine 
graph spanners and review relevant theoretical results. We then discuss how graph 
spanners could be incorporated into existing broadcast and multicast protocols. 
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